A Heliservices MD 900 in Hong Kong has been equipped with a newly certificated Inlet Barrier Filter (IBF).
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DONALDSON INLET BARRIER FILTERS APPROVED FOR INSTALLATION ON MD 900 SERIES HELICOPTERS IN HONG KONG

LAS VEGAS (Feb. 26, 2018) – Donaldson Aerospace & Defense, a division of Donaldson Company, Inc. (NYSE: DCI) today announced that the Hong Kong Civil Aviation Department has validated the MD 900 Inlet Barrier Filter (IBF) Supplemental Type Certificate, clearing the way for installation of IBFs on MD 900 Series helicopters in Hong Kong.

Heliservices (HK) LTD operates a fleet of three MD 902s and has already equipped one with an IBF; the two other aircraft will also have IBFs installed soon, according to Engineering Manager Bobby Gimber. The aircraft fly a variety of missions — from sightseeing tours over the skyscrapers of Hong Kong to aerial filming, geographical survey mapping and under slung load lifting, and engine protection is essential, Gimber said.

“"The operating environment in Hong Kong can be demanding of the airframe and engines, particularly during summer months when the temperature and humidity are exceptionally high, the air salt laden, not to mention a degree of pollution containing particulates and airborne substances that can lead to corrosion and erosion of mechanical components," he said. “We had also experienced a couple of FOD (Foreign Object Debris) ingestion incidences and clearly needed a more effective engine intake filtration solution to ensure complete ongoing protection of our engines. I have used the Donaldson IBF System previously and know how effective the filtration system can be once implemented. It was clear to us that the IBF System suited our requirements, in that respect the decision to implement the Donaldson IBF System into the Heliservices fleet was an easy one.”

“Donaldson is pleased to once again expand the reach of our IBF Systems and bring superior engine protection to MD 900 Series operators in Hong Kong,” said Lars Hesbjerg, Global Director of Sales for Donaldson Aerospace & Defense. “We are also
pleased to partner with Heliservices to introduce IBF protection to the region.”

Filtration experts from Donaldson Aerospace & Defense will be available to meet with visitors in Exhibit C1736 during HAI HELI-EXPO 2018, Feb. 27-March 1 in Las Vegas. A variety of products will be on display. These include IBF systems for AW189, AW139, AW109, AS350, R66, Bell 505, and Bell 407 helicopters.

A range of liquid filtration products will also be on display. To learn more about Donaldson Aerospace & Defense, visit www.DonaldsonAerospace-Defense.com.

About Donaldson Aerospace & Defense
Donaldson’s Aerospace & Defense business unit is a leading worldwide provider of filtration systems for the aerospace and defense industry. Its filtration solutions protect fixed-wing aircraft, rotorcraft, military ground vehicles, electronic equipment, space vehicles, missiles, military shipboard systems and amphibious vehicles. Donaldson, committed to advancing filtration technology and providing quality products and prompt customer service, assists customers from its many sales, engineering and manufacturing locations around the world. For more information, visit www.DonaldsonAerospace-Defense.com

About Donaldson Company
Founded in 1915, Donaldson Company is a global leader in the filtration industry with sales, manufacturing and distribution locations around the world. Donaldson’s innovative technologies are designed to solve complex filtration challenges and enhance customers’ equipment performance. For more information, visit www.Donaldson.com